CANNABIS LEGALIZATION
Experiences from Aspen, Colorado
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OVERVIEW
Aspen: 7,908’ (2410m): The City of Aspen is located high in the Rocky Mountains surrounded by the White River
National Forest. Aspen is internationally renowned as a winter and summer resort. The surrounding Elk Mountains are
host to four local ski areas. Warm-weather months provide access to an assortment of activities and adventures for the
outdoor enthusiast. In addition, Aspen’s cultural, intellectual and dining offerings rival those of a big city.
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AMENDMENT 64
• 2012:

ballot measure passes addressing “Personal use and
regulation of marijuana” for adults 21 and over, and for the
cultivation, mfg, and sale, and to regulate it like alcohol for
recreational use.

• 2014: Commercial
• 2016:

sale of marijuana begins

62 of 271 municipalities adopt some form of regulation
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SUPPORTERS SAID:
• Eliminate

wasteful gov. programs (pot prohibition not working)

• Improve

efficiency of state law enforcement agencies and
courts (they can focus on violent crimes)

• Increase

state revenues (add’t revs fund primary education)

• Enhance

individual freedoms

• Eliminate

black market

• May

reduce teen use (reduced the availability of illicit pot)
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OPPONENTS SAID:

• Leads

to increased use of marijuana

• Effects

brain development, impairs learning ability, and
contributes to depression in children;

• Keep

drug policy out of state constitution (Denver Post)
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Colorado Vote 55 % in favor
Aspen Vote 70% in favor
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LOCAL OPTION
• Amendment

64 provided that localities could limit or ban
outlets within their city.
“I think the local option is one of the best aspects of Amendment 64. If
communities don’t want this, it shouldn’t be forced down their throats. At
the same time, those who want it shouldn’t be stopped.”

- Industry spokesman Mike Elliott, executive director of the Marijuana Industry Group.
(Denver Post 12/2014)
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ASPEN’S HISTORY
2009:
2014:
2017:

8 medical marijuana shops, 2 made it
Retail arrives, the medical convert to retail
8 retail pot shops
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ASPEN’S APPROACH
• Follow

state laws and a “hands-off ’, free market approach
(probably more so than others).

• We

viewed: ‘medical’ as a service (like a pharmacy);
‘recreational’ as general retail; ‘grow’ as an agriculture use.

• Our

commercial zone districts allow service and general retail,
so…pot shops are allowed where general retail is allowed - in
our downtown and on main st.
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ASPEN’S ZONING
• It

is illegal to consume, use, display, transfer, distribute, sell or
grow retail marijuana at or within any park, parkway, mountain
park (including Gondola) or other recreational facility, on any
city-owned property (including streets and sidewalks) within
1,000 feet of a public or private elementary, middle, junior high
or high school.

• Its

basically a retail biz, so it goes where any retail biz goes.
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FREE MARKET v. REGULATION
• Approach

like liquor stores (there are 5)

• Eight

pot shops now open, one coming, one closed (bad biz
practice, not lack of demand).

• Lesson: While

there was concern about not capping the
number of shops, the market is addressing demand and supply.
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LOCAL SHOPS
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THE FIRST SHOP SAID:
January, 2015
Steve,
Opening the floodgates to unlimited shops in town is one of the worst decisions the city council has made in recent
years. All the efforts we have made to introduce this new industry in a considerate and responsible manner are getting
flushed down the toilet with the competitive rush.
These businesses will come and go, but the community will have to live with the consequences for years to come. For
the first time in my tenure here in Aspen, I am embarrassed to associated with the industry.
Not sure if there is any way to put the genie back in the bottle but seriously hope you and your colleagues on the city
council take hard look at what is going on.
This was completely avoidable and in my opinion there was a serious lack of consideration given to those of us who
have worked so hard over so many years to ensure that the community was considered first. Should free market
economics really come before the best interests of the community?
Cheers,
Jordan
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LOCAL SHOPS

• Everything starts with scan ID.
• Intent on becoming a national chain
• Focused on following the rules
• Average age about 45, but see a range
• Branded their own products
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LOCAL SHOPS

• $10000 days and $120 days. Runs cash biz. No banking relations.
• Transactions running 30 min, spending time educating new customers (Denver shops see regular customers
and quick transactions).
• He says, “All the regulation puts stress on me, takes fun out of it.”
• Average Age: 45-60
• Big seller is sexual enhancement oil for women Foria. Hears “you saved my marriage.”
• Learned the business in Amsterdam, researching.
• Customers say, “My employer knows I visited Colorado so I'll have to pee in a cup.” (urine sample)
• Fitted with 9 cameras inside, 3 out. Unintended benefit of industry solving crime!
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LOCAL SHOPS

• Max at Stash, 26, finished up CU, geography & hydrology.
• Strong following from medical base.
• Not chain store
• Deal with underage to seniors
• 60/40: locals/tourists and smoke/edibles
• $180us ounce plus tax of 9.3 local plus another 10% state.
• Resort town, tourists looking for info. "Vast majority of my job is education."
• 9hd cameras.
• One crime: Kid with hammer.
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LOCAL SHOPS

• Emphasized not appealing to kids. Everything goes in childproof container.
• Buyer is 22-75 years of age.
• Seeing every walk of life, haven't smoked since 70s.
• Selling equal smoke v edibles.
• Everything from dispensary has been tested. No unwanted chemicals. Everything labeled.
• Black market, has decreased.
• Average sale $80.
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PRODUCTS & PACKAGING

• The

problem kids giving other kids giving infused products that
look like normal candy.

• All

products are stamped with a leaf. No longer can infused
product look like animals, cartoon characters, or other candies.
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PRODUCTS & PACKAGING
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CONSUMPTION

• Retail

marijuana is intended for private, personal use. Such use
is only legal in certain locations not open or accessible to the
public. Marijuana may not be consumed openly or publicly.

• Tourists

are large percentage of total buyers. Consumption in
all or most lodges prohibit smoking on premises.
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HOTEL & TOURIST ISSUES
Smoking in the rooms or on the property has been uneventful - maybe 6 issues in the past 2
years. We inform guest upon arrival about smoking rules and regulations. Occasionally guests
leave marijuana, then call and ask us to return it. Our policy is immediate disposal at the
airport. The box there is a nice safety resource.
However – the bigger concern is edibles. Three times staff required hospitalization after
ingesting edibles that were left in rooms, thinking they were candy. Without packaging, infused
products are difficult to identify, and even with packaging most lay-people are unfamiliar. Also,
many of our housekeepers struggle to read English.
We instruct our staff to throw away all food and beverages left in rooms, but sometimes it’s
really an innocent action that cause harm.
- Jeff Bay, General Manager, Hotel Aspen
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AIRPORT AMNESTY BOX
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COMPLIANCE & LICENSING
• New

applicant meets with Planner of the Day to go over
zoning requirements

• Completed Application

and Checklist including Individual
History Form and Source of Funds is returned to City Clerk

• Schedule

an appearance at a Local Licensing Hearing

• Info

is turned over to the State and per their website, the
applicant must make an appointment to meet with a
backgrounds investigator who will fingerprint the owner and
any “key persons”
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FORMS
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FEES
$4500:
$2000:
$1800:
$1000:
$800:
$250:

To state for retail license ($2500 flows back locally)
Local fee
Annual state renewal fee
Annual local renewal fee
One year owners license
“Budtender” license
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INDUSTRY IS BOOMING

$131.7 million: March ’17 sales by all CO licensed shops.
$93.3 million: Recreational marijuana sales in March.
$ 22.9 million: State marijuana sales tax collected in March.
48%: Growth in sales from March 2016 to 2017.
$1.3 billion: State sales revenue in 2016
Source: The Cannabist
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LOCAL REVENUE
•There are two taxes that apply to pot:
- Excise tax that comes from State; and Sales tax.
In 2016, Aspen had $411k in marijuana sales tax revs, distributed as follows:
School District Fund
Parks recreation and open space Fund
Transportation/Bus system Fund
Daycare/affordable housing Fund
General fund
Police/general fund

Total

$29,200
146,100
14,600
43,800
42,000
136,200

$411,900
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LOCAL POLICING POLICY
•

Smoking in public is not a priority.

•

No marijuana DUI arrests to date.

•

Idea is to make “positive contact” - answer questions, educate, etc.

•

Officers are given discretion - can write a ticket ($100), have
conversation (can’t use in public, mail, or take out of state, etc.), or ignore it.

•

Biggest impact on police has been around compliance getting businesses up to speed
with security systems, background checks and supporting the licensing authority.

•

Some minor issues with adults dealing to kids (one arrest).

•

Increase in the availability of marijuana at schools
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CONTRASTING POLICIES
•

Aspen: No bans

•

Snowmass (10 min) bans all marijuana businesses.

•

Basalt (20 min) a virtual ban due to zoning, prohibited on main st., policy loosening

•

Carbondale (30 min) Cap on grow & mfg facilities, which created market for
licenses, $200k

•

Glenwood Springs (50 min) Cap on grow & mfg facilities, permitted in town; no
cap on retail dispensaries but requires a special use permit.

•

Colorado has a commercial cannabis sector, with some communities friendly to the
sale of recreational marijuana next to totally pot-shop-free neighbors.
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PICK YOUR POLICY
• “Crime

hasn’t increased appreciably, nor has it had significant
spillover effects. Additional sales tax revenues and economic
stimulus have given a shot in the arm to the small communities
that really need it. And the larger cities, with their more
carefully laid-out downtown districts, get to keep their civic
brand pot-free and family-friendly.”
- Denver Post
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LOCAL HOSPITAL
•

Seeing a significant increase in cases related to marijuana use between 2013-2016,
like:

•

Cannabinoid induced “hyperemesis” (uncontrolled vomiting and abdominal pain)

•

Accidental pot ingestion (from housekeepers, kids)

•

Adverse reactions of severe anxiety, feeling of impending doom, psychosis

•

Increase use of emergency departments

•

“However, though we’re seeing increases, it pales in comparison to the morbitity and
mortality of every other recreational drug out there, especially alcohol."
- Dr. Ayres, ED Medical Director, AVH
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VALLEY MARIJUANA COUNCIL
• Community

approach to integrating recreational marijuana

• valleymarijuanacouncil.org
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VALLEY MARIJAUNA COUNCIL
Aspen Police • Pitkin County Sheriff • Chamber • Ski Company
Community Health Services • School District • Hospital
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Text

COME VISIT.
Steven Skadron, Mayor, City of Aspen:
steve.skadron@cityofaspen.com
Linda Manning, City Clerk:
linda.manning@cityofaspen.com
Jim True, City Attorney:
jim.true@cityofaspen.com
Jessica Garrow, Director, Comm Development: jessica.garrow@cityofaspen.com
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